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You may have seen “Post High” meetings announced in your bulletins. This group meets 

the last Sunday of every month at Faith Protestant Reformed Church in Jenison, Michigan, and is 

open to anyone out of high school wanting to have a biblical-based topical discussion, as well as 

fellowship with other like-minded believers. 

Deane and Donna Wassink started this group approximately six years ago. Deane and 

Donna had been Young People’s leaders at First Protestant Reformed Church of Holland and 

saw a need that they could fill: young people lost touch with each other after high school and 

were dating and marrying outside the PR churches. They wanted to get young adults involved in 

a discussion group and keep them in touch with each other. Deane and Donna contacted the 

Federation Board and explained their thoughts, told them that they would be willing to lead, and 

asked if they needed to get approval. They did not need approval, but could get help from the 

Federation Board if needed. The Wassinks chose Faith as the meeting place because of its central 

location. 

A goal for this group was, and still is, to contain each discussion to one night, so as to 

more easily accommodate the often-irregular schedules of young adults. That way, if one could 

not make it to a meeting, he/she would not miss an integral part of a continued discussion. 

The Post High group has grown a lot since its inception. After six years, the group has 

grown to 50 or more attendants at meetings recently. The number of attendants is now fairly 

steady, but the faces change over the months and years. Thus far, the group has only advertised 

in Michigan area bulletins, but we recently discussed the idea of creating a website. We welcome 

visitors from other areas to join us if you happen to be in town. (Or, come to town those 

weekends – some have done that over the years). 

Discussions at Post High take different forms: often, a minister will lead the discussion, 

or Deane will lead, and once in a while, a member leads a discussion on a topic of which he has 

particular knowledge. Topics vary far and wide with some constants each year. Each June, we 

discuss the decisions of Synod, helped along by a delegate to Synod. We also have two outings 

per year – a camping trip in July or August and a retreat in the winter at a hotel. The main goals 

of this retreat are to get the Kalamazoo and South Holland young adults involved and to discuss 

a topic appropriate to our times. In September, we hold our annual organizational meeting. 

Finally, in December, we have a Christmas get-together and sing Christmas songs. 

Some examples of topics that have been discussed at Post High are the Church Order, 

Elisabeth Elliot books, Article 69 of the Church Order, finances, drama, and God’s Sovereignty 

versus Man’s Responsibility. Topics for this year may include some of the following: History 

and Poetry of the Psalter, History of the Translation of the Bible, Church Fathers, RFPA Book 

Reviews, Working on Sunday, Congregational and Personal Evangelism, Relationship of Church 

and School, and Ghana. The topic of this year’s retreat is “The Christian’s Responsibility in the 

Time of War.” 

A Post High meeting usually starts with a light meal or snack provided by members who 

volunteered and then we gather around in a circle and open with prayer and a Psalter number. 

Next, we introduce ourselves to each other by stating our names and stating to which church we 



belong. Then, the leader introduces the topic, and we read a passage of Scripture that applies to 

it, and start the discussion. We end our meeting with any announcements needed and prayer. 

There is no membership list and so there are no dues either. 

In short, Post High is an informal group that discusses issues appropriate to our age group 

and place in this world, and enables fellowship and continued contact with other young adults in 

our churches. 
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